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ABSTRACT

A highly porous metal-organic framework DUT-48, isoreticular to DUT-49, is reported with a high surface area of 4560 m².g⁻¹ and methane storage capacity up to 0.23 g.g⁻¹ (164 cm³.cm⁻³) at 6.5 MPa and 298 K. The flexibility of DUT-48 and DUT-49 under external and internal (adsorption-induced) pressure is analyzed and rationalized using a combination of advanced experimental and computational techniques. While both networks undergo a contraction by mechanical pressure, only DUT-49 shows adsorption-induced structural transitions and negative gas adsorption of n-butane and nitrogen. This adsorption behavior was analyzed by microcalorimetry measurements and molecular simulations to provide an explanation for the lack of adsorption-induced breathing in DUT-48. It was revealed that for DUT-48 a significantly lower adsorption enthalpy difference and a higher framework stiffness prevent adsorption-induced structural transitions and negative gas adsorption. The mechanical behavior of both DUT-48 and DUT-49 was further analyzed by mercury porosimetry experiments and molecular simulations. Both materials exhibit large volume changes under hydrostatic compression, demonstrating noteworthy potential as shock absorbers with unprecedented high work energies.
INTRODUCTION

Application of pressure to even the hardest materials, such as diamond\textsuperscript{1}, will generate changes in structure. For some applications, pressure-induced structural transitions are an important prerequisite, exemplified in zirconia ceramics where crack propagation is stopped by incorporating a metastable phase which undergoes a phase transition to absorb energy.\textsuperscript{2} Moreover, where such transitions are large in magnitude and in a defined area and direction, they can be leveraged for novel shock absorbers.\textsuperscript{3} Amorphous materials often lack these properties due to their disordered structure. Alternatively, many ordered and crystalline materials show defined and large structural changes under the application of an external pressure, however, the prediction and tuning of the transitions remain challenging. Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) are a class of crystalline materials with a wide spectrum of potential applications\textsuperscript{4}, in particular for mechanics-related fields.\textsuperscript{5-6} The high porosity in MOFs allows for very large volume changes upon mechanical compression.

Many 'softer' MOFs have shown distinct structural transitions with large changes in structure upon exposure to mechanical pressure\textsuperscript{7-8} but also temperature\textsuperscript{9}, irradiation\textsuperscript{10}, or to guest molecules.\textsuperscript{11-12,13} Several of these flexible MOFs are excellent candidates for mechanical shock absorbers.\textsuperscript{14-17,18} Under the application of hydrostatic pressure, MIL-53(Al)\textsuperscript{3} (MIL = Material of Institute Lavoisier) and MIL-47(V)\textsuperscript{17} can switch from a large pore to a contracted pore state. Due to this large change in unit cell volume (~35\%) combined with the high pressure required to induce the structural transition (~120 MPa), MIL-47(V) is regarded as one of the best shock absorber materials. More recently, the fumarate version of MIL-53 in its Ga and Al forms has shown even higher mechanical energy absorption performances.\textsuperscript{3, 16} Moreover, adsorption-induced stress,
which acts similarly to internal pressure\textsuperscript{19-20}, can also cause contraction of MIL-53.\textsuperscript{21-22} Upon exposure to guest molecules such as water, methane, carbon dioxide or xenon, the guest-free framework contracts at low pressures and expands again at higher pressures to its original state, filled with guest molecules. This transition which is also referred to as breathing can be also manipulated by functionalization of the terephthalate linker.\textsuperscript{23}

An entirely new type of breathing transition in a mesoporous MOF has been recently observed in DUT-49 (DUT = Dresden University of Technology), which contracts from an open pore (op) structure to a contracted pore (cp) form under adsorption-induced stress of methane, \textit{n}-butane\textsuperscript{24} or xenon.\textsuperscript{25} A novel aspect of this mesoporous breathing MOF is the passage through a metastable state during adsorption causing a counterintuitive phenomenon called negative gas adsorption (NGA). With increasing gas pressure, DUT-49 releases previously adsorbed gas from its pore upon structural contraction in the \textit{cp} state causing a negative step in the isotherm ($\partial N_{\text{ads}} / \partial P < 0$). The NGA phenomenon implies the material acts as a pressure amplifier, which is an interesting conceptually novel function of adsorbents. The structural transitions responsible for the NGA behavior have been extensively investigated by \textit{in situ} diffraction and spectroscopic methods\textsuperscript{24} as well as theoretical calculations.\textsuperscript{26} However, the question of the molecular origins and construction principles of such pressure amplifying materials is still an open one. In particular the development of rational concepts to further extend this class of materials requires a better understanding of their intrinsic mechanics for tuning NGA and thus mechanical energy storage in materials.

In this contribution we report DUT-48 as a highly porous MOF isoreticular to DUT-49 with reduced ligand length (9,9’-(1,4-phenylene)bis(9\textit{H}-carbazole-3,6-dicarboxylate,cpcdc) (Scheme 1). A series of experimental techniques including adsorption, microcalorimetry and mercury
intrusion were coupled to explore the guest and mechanically-induced flexible behavior of DUT-48. An important finding is that both DUT-48 and DUT-49 materials can be termed as “flexible” MOFs since both materials undergo structural transformations under external pressure, showing potential as shock absorbing materials. However, the enhanced stiffness of DUT-48 caused by the shorter linker prevents adsorption-induced breathing. This difference in behavior was further interpreted and rationalized by a combination of force field and quantum-based molecular simulations.

**Scheme 1.** Comparison of DUT-49op and DUT-48op framework and pore size including magnified illustration of linker molecules. Structural contraction induced by either external hydrostatic compression or internal adsorption induced stress to the contracted phases DUT-49cp and DUT-48cp.
EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS

Synthesis of organic ligands and MOF materials

The ligand (9,9'-([1,1'-biphenyl]-4,4'-diyl)bis(9H-carbazole-3,6-dicarboxylic acid)) (H₄bbcdc) was synthesized according to a previously reported procedure. The ligand H₄cpcdc was synthesized according to the procedure used for a similar carbazole-containing ligand. Both MOF materials were synthesized according to a previously mentioned procedure. Detailed synthesis procedures, activation of the MOF materials and characterization are provided in the ESI.

Gas adsorption experiments

Low pressure adsorption experiments were performed on a BELSORP-max, high pressure adsorption on a BELSORP-HP instrument. Gases of purity 99.9% or higher were used. Detailed information about the adsorption measurements are provided in the ESI.

Microcalorimetry experiments

Isotherms and corresponding enthalpies were measured using a Tian-Calvet type microcalorimeter coupled with a home-made manometric gas dosing system. This apparatus allows for the simultaneous measurement of the adsorption isotherm and corresponding differential enthalpies. Further details are provided in the ESI.

Intrusion experiments
Mercury intrusion experiments were carried out in the range of pressure atm. - 415 MPa available with the Hg-porosimeter Micromeritics Autopore IV 9500. Details of sample preparation are provided in the ESI.

**Crystallography**

A cubic single crystal of DUT-48 was placed into a glass capillary \( d = 0.3 \) mm) with small amount of the mother liqueur. Data was collected at BL14.2 beamline of the MX-facility at BESSY-II synchrotron, operated by Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin für Materialien und Energie. Single crystal structure of DUT-48: \( \text{C}_{34}\text{H}_{20}\text{Cu}_{2}\text{N}_{2}\text{O}_{10} \), 743.6 g mol\(^{-1}\), cubic, \( \text{Fm}\overline{3}\text{m} \), \( a = 40.490(5) \) Å, \( V = 66381(23) \) Å\(^3\), \( Z = 24 \), \( \rho_{\text{cal}} = 0.444 \) g.cm\(^{-3}\), 3870 independent reflections observed, \( R1 = 0.0748 \) [I>2\( \sigma(I) \)], \( wR2 = 0.2286 \) (all data) and GoF 1.121. This data can be obtained free of charge from the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre under entry CCDC-1827897 via www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif. Additional experimental details can be obtained from ESI.

**Simulation Details**

The behavior and mechanical properties of the representative ligands were investigated for the corresponding acid via Density Functional Theory(DFT) optimizations using the CRYSTAL14 software\(^{30}\) with localized TZVP basis sets\(^{31}\) and the hybrid exchange-correlation functional PBE0\(^{32}\) Long-range dispersion corrections were included via the Grimme “D2” approach\(^{33}\) Stress-strain curves were subsequently produced using the methodology described previously\(^{26}\) Grand Canonical Monte Carlo(GCMC) simulations were employed to simulate the adsorption and
enthalpy of \( n \)-butane using the RASPA2.0 code.\textsuperscript{34} Frameworks were treated by the UFF forcefield\textsuperscript{35} and \( n \)-butane the united-atom TraPPe force field\textsuperscript{36}

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations used a modified MOF-FF force field\textsuperscript{37} recently adapted to lammps\textsuperscript{38} by Boyd \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{39} to describe the bonds, angles, dihedrals and improper dihedrals present in the DUT-48 and DUT-49 frameworks. Further details can be found in the supporting information. Representative input files for molecular simulations are available online in our data repository at https://github.com/fxcoudert/citable-data.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The ligand H₄cpcdc (Scheme 1) used for the synthesis of DUT-48 was obtained in a large-scale 5-step synthesis with high yield based on simple starting materials and 9H-carbazole (synthetic protocol in ESI). The ligand was used in a solvothermal reaction with Cu(NO₃)₂·3H₂O in DMF or NMP to yield DUT-48 as blue powder. Zhou and co-workers have reported the synthesis of PCN-81, isomorphous to DUT-48 but crystallizing in the cubic space group Pa₃, and PCN-82, bearing two additional methoxy groups on the linker and crystalizing in Fm̅3m. However, attempts to reproduce the reported structure of PCN-81 by replicating and also modifying the reaction conditions (see ESI) always yielded phase pure DUT-48, crystallizing in cubic space group Fm̅3m. From three different synthesis protocols the reaction of H₄cpcdc with Cu(NO₃)₂·3H₂O in DMF with acetic acid as modulator (for details see ESI) yielded the best result and this was thus used for the further experiments. The structure of DUT-48 was determined by synchrotron based single crystal diffraction experiments (see Tab. S2). DUT-48 is isoreticular and isosymmetrical to DUT-49, while the linker is slightly buckled in PCN-81 (Fig. S9). PCN-82 in contrast to PCN-81 retains its structure upon removal of solvent by freeze-drying and shows permanent porosity for gases.

To analyze the adsorption behavior of DUT-48 a well-established activation protocol for removal of solvent from the pores, involving supercritical CO₂ drying, was applied. The resulting deep blue powder was activated additionally at 120°C in dynamic vacuum (p < 10⁻³ mbar). Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) analysis showed structural preservation of DUT-48 upon activation. It is thermally stable up to 350°C similar to DUT-49, as determined by thermogravimetric analysis (Fig S10).
The pore volume and apparent BET area of DUT-48 were determined on the basis of a N₂ adsorption isotherm at 77 K. A high BET area of 4560 m².g⁻¹ and specific pore volume of 1.98 cm³.g⁻¹ could be determined improving values for isoreticular PCN-82 (4480 m².g⁻¹, 1.7 cm³.g⁻¹) but lower compared to DUT-49 (5476 m².g⁻¹, 2.68 cm³.g⁻¹) due to the reduced pore size.

The high BET area and specific pore volume motivated us to investigate the storage capacity of CH₄, H₂ and CO₂ at high pressures (ESI). As expected, the maximum gravimetric excess uptake (CH₄ 0.23 g.g⁻¹, CO₂ 1.23 g.g⁻¹; H₂ 80 mg.g⁻¹), as well as the pressure, at which the maximum capacity is reached (CH₄ 100 bar, CO₂ 45 bar; H₂ 50 bar) are lower for DUT-48 in comparison to DUT-49 due to the reduced porosity. The total CH₄ adsorption capacity at 6.5 MPa and 25°C is 164 cm³.cm⁻³ (0.27 g.g⁻¹).

Neither the high-pressure adsorption experiments nor the N₂ adsorption isotherm at 77 K showed hysteresis or unusual steps as indications for structural transitions similar to DUT-49 (Figure 1). From our previous studies of DUT-49 it is known that adsorption-induced transitions occur at temperatures close to the respective boiling point of the adsorbate. Nitrogen at 77 K was found to be a very sensitive adsorbate only initiating structural transitions for DUT-49 crystals larger than 1 - 2 µm. Consequently, adsorption isotherms close to ambient temperature were recorded using n-butane at the respective boiling point of 273 K and also at 295 K and 303 K (Figure 1 and Figure 2). These conditions were previously found to induce a contraction from DUT-49op to DUT-49cp independent of particle size, which has been well studied by in situ PXRD in parallel to adsorption and derived from multiple steps, hysteresis and spikes in the adsorption isotherms.
Figure 1. a) Nitrogen adsorption isotherm at 77 K on DUT-48, inset semilogarithmic. b) $n$-butane adsorption isotherm at 273 K and 295 K. Isotherms of DUT-48 and DUT-49 are displayed in blue and orange circles, respectively. Adsorption and desorption are displayed as filled and open symbols, respectively.
In the case of DUT-48 neither adsorption of nitrogen or \( n \)-butane induced a structural transition, illustrated by the lack of steps or hysteresis in the isotherms (Figure 1). PXRD measurements after the adsorption experiments showed no sign of structural transitions or decomposition of the pristine material, in contrast to DUT-49 (Fig. S9).

**Analysis of Adsorption and Structure Thermodynamics**

Upon contraction in DUT-49 the adsorption enthalpy for \( n \)-butane rises from 29.4 kJ.mol\(^{-1}\) for the *op* structure to over 50 kJ.mol\(^{-1}\) for the *cp* structure, due to the reduction of porosity and increased gas-surface interactions.\(^{24}\) This increase in adsorption enthalpy which was calculated in our original study for DUT-49 as \( \Delta \Delta H = 153 \text{ kJ.mol}^{-1} \) per ligand compensates for the energy required for the endothermal structural transition that occurs upon NGA.\(^{24}\)

To investigate the effect of a smaller pore structure we monitored the pressure dependence of the adsorption enthalpies for \( n \)-butane at 303 K for both DUT-48 and DUT-49 (Figure 2).\(^{29}\) This provides access to experimental isosteric \( \Delta H_{\text{ads}} \) of the *cp* phase in DUT-49 as well as the full profile for DUT-48. The experimentally obtained enthalpies match the values calculated with the Van’t Hoff equation well (see ESI) indicating the validity of the data. A large increase in enthalpy is observed for DUT-49 after NGA due to the stronger interactions of \( n \)-butane with the microporous *cp* phase of DUT-49. However, we are unable to measure the enthalpies of adsorption for both, the *op* and *cp* phases because the *op* and especially the *cp* phase is only experimentally present in a constrained pressure region. Thus, enthalpies of adsorption for *op*- and *cp* phases of DUT-49 and DUT-48 were calculated for adsorption of \( n \)-butane using energy/particle fluctuations with GCMC methods (Figure 2). A representative model for a *cp*-phase of DUT-48 was generated from force-field based MD simulations (additional details for the model of DUT-48*cp* are described later).
Figure 2. Experimental $n$-butane adsorption isotherm of a) DUT-48 and b) DUT-49 at 303 K (blue circles) including GCMC simulations for the predicted $op$- and $cp$-phases (green and purple, respectively). Adsorption enthalpies for $n$-butane in c) DUT-48 and d) DUT-49 determined by calorimetry (blue circles), calculated by GCMC simulations for open pore (green line) and contracted pore (purple line) structures.

Simulated adsorption enthalpies track well with the experimental values allowing for an accurate analysis of the adsorption enthalpies for all structures involved. There is a systematic underestimation of $\Delta H_{\text{ads}}$ by simulation by ca. 20% as sampling the energetics of flexible $n$-butane is challenging by Monte Carlo methods — we note here that we used a readily available force field with no adjustment. The experimental $\Delta H_{\text{ads}}$ of DUT-49 shows a clear discontinuity after NGA.
with a significant increase in adsorption enthalpy. This change corresponds well to the disparate GCMC adsorption enthalpies calculated for the \( op \) and \( cp \) phases (43.7 and 21.6 \( \text{kJ.mol}^{-1} \), respectively). The \( cp \)-phase of DUT-49 has a significantly higher adsorption enthalpy owing to the drastic reduction in pore size that leads to a significant increase of the host/guest interactions.

Contrastingly, the adsorption enthalpy of DUT-48 follows the behavior of the \( op \) phase corresponding to the behavior expected for a nanoporous material matching the profile predicted by GCMC simulations. This behavior can be characterized by an initial increase associated with cooperative adsorption at favorable adsorption sites in the smallest cubaoctahedral pores followed by a decrease once these pores are filled and subsequently upon similar cooperate adsorption in the larger pores there is an increase. Notably, simulation reveals this final increase occurs at lower pressure in DUT-48 than DUT-49 due to a smaller large pore size. The values obtained from, \textit{in situ} experiment and GCMC simulations are summarized in Table 1.

**Table 1.** Summary of \( \Delta H_{\text{ads}} \) and \( \Delta \Delta H_{\text{ads}} \) values determined by, microcalorimetry, calculation using equation (1), and GCMC simulations for \( op \) and \( cp \) structures of DUT-48 and DUT-49 at 10 and 39 kPa, during \( n \)-butane adsorption at 303 K. Van’t Hoff values were determined at loadings of 6.5 and 8.8 mmol.g\(^{-1}\), respectively. Uptakes for calculation of \( \Delta \Delta H_{\text{ads}} \) were 110 and 166 molecules \( n \)-butane per unit cell. \( \Delta \Delta H_{\text{ads}} \) values are given per ligand with 24 ligands per unit cell.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Microcalorimetry (kJ.mol(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Van’t Hoff</th>
<th>GCMC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DUT-48( op )</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>27.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUT-48( cp )</td>
<td>n. a.</td>
<td>n. a.</td>
<td>45.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUT-49( op )</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>21.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUT-49( cp )</td>
<td>51 (±4)</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>43.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The simulated adsorption enthalpy for the \textit{op}- and \textit{cp}-phases can be used to determine the energy gain, $\Delta \Delta H_{ads}$ (Equation 1), for a transition from \textit{op}- to \textit{cp}-phase.

$$
\Delta \Delta H_{ads} = n_{ads}(cp) \cdot |\Delta H_{ads}(op) - \Delta H_{ads}(cp)|
$$

(1)

In agreement with the previous study$^{24}$, we find $\Delta \Delta H_{ads}$ for \textit{n}-butane and DUT-49 at ~39 kPa and 303 K to be at around 150 kJ.mol$^{-1}$ per ligand. In contrast for DUT-48, at ~10 kPa, the potential energy gain is around 80 kJ.mol$^{-1}$, significantly lower than DUT-49.

In addition to understanding the thermodynamics of adsorption, we have applied molecular simulations to examine the thermodynamics of the DUT-48 framework itself. Total energies were calculated using several constant-volume (N, V, T) MD simulations and free energies were calculated using thermodynamic integration.$^{43}$ The resulting energy profiles show two minima for both DUT-49 and DUT-48 (Figure 3), as expected for bistable breathing MOFs.$^{19}$ The minima at large volumes correspond to the observed crystal structure of the materials (\textit{op}-phase). The second minimum, at small cell volumes, owing to the conformational strain on the ligand is greater in energy than the \textit{op}-phase. Importantly, these simulations highlight that a \textit{cp}-phase for DUT-48 exists with a cell parameter of 32.8 Å, compared to 40.5 Å for the experimental \textit{op}-phase. The \textit{cp}-phase for DUT-48 is approximately 5 kJ.mol$^{-1}$ per ligand higher in energy than for DUT-49. Additionally, the energy barrier for the \textit{op} - \textit{cp} transition is also greater.
Figure 3. Profiles Free and internal energy (solid line and coloured circles) obtained from \((N, V, T)\) simulations as a function of unit-cell volume at 300 K. Energy is displayed per ligand.
The comprehensive thermodynamic analysis described here exposes two key differences between DUT-48 and DUT-49 that prevent DUT-48 from undergoing an adsorption-induced transition to a \( cp \) phase:

Firstly, the differences in adsorption enthalpies (\( \Delta \Delta H_{ads} \)) are significantly smaller than observed for DUT-49. Secondly, the proposed \( cp \)-phase requires a greater unfavorable strain of the building units resulting in a significantly higher energy state. Although the combination of these two factors results in the rigid adsorption profiles observed for DUT-48. We expect that these factors can be tuned using alternative ligands to produce a stimuli-responsive framework and thus providing the basis for further modification of DUT-49.

**Analysis of Mechanical Stability**

The adsorption-induced stress on the framework is limited by the extent of the host–guest interactions, as described above. As a result, the presented adsorption experiments for DUT-48 exhibit no structural contraction as the stress is not large enough to compensate for the energy required for a transition to the \( cp \)-phase, which presence is indicated by the MD simulations. Thus, we further investigated the mechanical behavior of DUT-48 and DUT-49 in the absence of adsorbates to analyze if it is possible to contract DUT-48 by external stress, i.e. applying mechanical pressure.

Crystal structures of DUT-49, \( op \) and \( cp \) feature a copper paddlewheel environment that is mostly undeformed in the \( cp \) structure.\(^ {24, 26} \) However, the ligand is significantly bent with deformation localized to the biphenyl unit, showing considerable similarity to the buckling behavior of macroscopic columns under load.\(^ {44} \) DFT optimizations of the single isolated building unit with a series of fixed decreasing N-atom-to-N atom (N–N) distances has provided excellent
insight into the mechanical force required to produce the \textit{op - cp} transition in DUT-49. We have employed these simulations for the ligands used to form DUT-48 and DUT-49 and the resulting energy-strain curve was used to obtain the stress-strain profiles depicted in Figure 4. The bending of the ligands can be characterized by a 'deflection' parameter, which is the N-centroid-N angle. The ligands exhibit two distinct regimes with the application of strain.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.8\textwidth]{fig4.png}
\caption{a) Deflection angle for the ligands used to produce DUT-48 and DUT-49, defined as the N-centroid-N angle, for increasing strain. b) Stress-strain curve of the ligands with increasing axial compression.}
\end{figure}
Firstly, the elastic regime corresponds to small deformations resulting in no deflection to the ligand. However, larger deformations produce a buckling phenomenon resulting in a sudden large deflection of the ligand and distortions of other key bonds lengths and angles illustrated in the supporting information. We find here that the smaller ligand of DUT-48 requires almost three times the pressure to produce the buckling event than DUT-49. We note that this result is expected from Euler's column formula where the stress required to produce buckling is inversely proportional to the length of the column.\textsuperscript{45} Nevertheless, these results pertain to only a single molecule. To investigate the response of the entire periodic lattice we consult the constant-volume (N, V, T) MD simulations discussed previously (Figure 5).

Notably, the pressure-profiles resulting from these simulations confirm the conclusions gained from the study of the adsorption case. DUT-48 requires a transition pressure of \(~150\) MPa significantly greater than that of DUT-49, \(~60\) MPa. This transition pressure, while greater than DUT-49, is similar to other flexible frameworks and is achievable experimentally by applying hydrostatic pressure to provide an alternative pathway to adsorbate-induced \textit{op} - \textit{cp} transition.

The pressure-induced structural behavior of DUT-48 and DUT-49 was further explored by mercury intrusion which has been established to ensure application of pressure under hydrostatic conditions.\textsuperscript{8, 17} In addition, Hg is a non-wetting fluid that is expected to not enter mesopores in the range of pressure \([0-400\) MPa] following the Washburn equation to enable the mechanical stability of the evacuated MOF framework. While this structural deformation is a very different mechanism to that attributed to adsorption we hypothesize the response of the materials are similar. Figure 5b reports the evolution of the cumulative intruded mercury as a function of the applied pressure for two cycles of compression-decompression.
Figure 5. a) Profiles of internal pressure for DUT-48 and DUT-49 obtained from (N, V, T) molecular dynamics simulations as a function of unit cell volume at 300 K. The transition pressure for an op \( \rightarrow \) cp transition is marked by a dotted line. b) Cumulative volume of intruded mercury in two intrusion/extrusion cycles as a function of the applied pressure for the activated DUT48 and DUT49 (blue and orange, respectively). c-d) Gradual volume variation of mercury intruded during the contraction show the difference in behavior for DUT48 two steps (c) and DUT-49 three steps (d). Circles and diamonds correspond to the compression and decompression of the first cycle respectively and the black line to the compression decompression curves of the second cycle.
In both cases the first part of the intrusion curve (<1 MPa) corresponds to the compaction of the powder and filling of the interparticular porosity. Subsequently, there is a second step corresponding to a total volume variation of ~1.5 mL.g\(^{-1}\) and 2.3 mL.g\(^{-1}\) for DUT-48 and DUT-49, respectively. This is assigned to a contraction of the MOFs since the non-wetting Hg cannot penetrate the mesoporosity of both solids at this pressure. Thus, we assign this change in volume to the contraction of DUT-48 and DUT-49 at ~65 MPa and ~35 MPa, respectively. Interestingly, Figure 5 shows a step-wise compression of the two solids. DUT-48 exhibits first increase of the mercury intruded volume associated with a unit cell contraction of ~46.7% followed by a stepped one leading to a total unit cell contraction of 63.7%. The compression of DUT-49 is even more progressive with the existence of 3 intermediate steps associated with a subsequent unit cell contraction of 13.2%, 22.1% and 48.2% before reaching a total compression of 71.8% of the unit cell volume. These experimental findings support the predictions for both solids in terms of transition pressures (higher for DUT-48) and show slightly larger volume changes (similar for both MOFs) but within the margin of error of the method, since a generic force field was used to describe the flexibility of the MOF architectures, and the pressure differences involved here are very small compared to the usual GPa scale of mechanical properties of stiff materials. The Hg intrusion measurements reveal the structural transitions are irreversible once the applied pressure is released and postmortem PXRD and SEM analysis (Figure S7-9, Figure S17-18) show amorphization and deformation of the crystals suggesting that structural compression beyond the contracted phases occurs.

The so-observed pressure-induced behavior for the two solids corresponds to the scenario of a shock-absorber due to the irreversibility of the structural conversion.\(^3\) From the transition pressures and associated volume changes experimentally evidenced, we can derive work energies
(W = P × ΔV) of 85 J·g⁻¹ and 106 J·g⁻¹ for DUT-48 and DUT-49, respectively. These performances are even more attractive than that of the best MOF materials reported so far for such an application (see Table 2). ³, ⁴³, ⁴⁶
Table 2. Comparison of the pressure-induced behaviors and the energy works associated with the structural switching of different MOF materials reported in the literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MOF Material</th>
<th>Behavior</th>
<th>Work (J.g⁻¹)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silicate</td>
<td>Reversible nano-spring</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIF-8-water</td>
<td></td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL53(Cr)-BDC</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL-47(V)-BDC</td>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL-53(Al)-FA</td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL-53(Al)-BDC</td>
<td>Irreversible nano shock absorber</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL-53(Ga)-FA</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUT-48</td>
<td></td>
<td>85</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUT-49</td>
<td></td>
<td>106</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONCLUSIONS

In this study we have synthesized and characterized DUT-48, a highly porous MOF isoreticular to DUT-49 with reduced ligand length. DUT-48 can store up to 0.23 g.g⁻¹ of methane due to its high BET area and pore volume. In contrast to DUT-49, DUT-48 does not undergo a structural transition upon adsorption of nitrogen or n-butane.

We have analyzed the adsorption energetics by microcalorimetry and GCMC simulations and determined that the adsorption energy gained by contraction of the pores in DUT-48 is not sufficient for compensating the energy required for this transition thus preventing an adsorption-induced structural transition. As a result, neither guest-assisted structural contraction or NGA is observed in DUT-48. Furthermore, we have analyzed the mechanical behavior of DUT-48 and DUT-49 by MD and DFT simulations and found that it takes approximately three-times the stress to contract DUT-48 which we relate to the shorter ligand length. In addition, this trend was confirmed by mercury intrusion experiments showing that a higher pressure is required for DUT-48 (65 MPa) than DUT-49 (35 MPa) to induce a structural transition. Furthermore, the very high measured work energies of 85 J.g⁻¹ and 106 J.g⁻¹ for DUT-48 and DUT-49, respectively, highlight their outstanding potential as future shock-absorbers.

The presented findings provide fundamental insight into structural transition in DUT-49 type structures and importantly link external hydrostatic compression to the energetics of internal adsorption-induced contraction.
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